
tables that inspiretables

W.J. White Limited

tables & credenzas



Passion, pride and craftsmanship are 
the key elements of all our ranges

Established in 1931, by then cabinet-maker William John White, W.J. White have been 

making quality workplace furniture ever since. With a reputation for applying great skill and 

craftsmanship to everything produced, we focus heavily on Customer Satisfaction.

Modern-day technology newly installed in our factory has brought with it all the benefits of 

method and efficiency whilst maintaining all our craft skills – the essential heart of everything  

we do.  And as markets change and new working procedures are introduced, workplace 

furniture designs have evolved too.  W.J. White’s Concept Drawing Team is constantly 

developing new unique products enhanced by new materials and new finishes.

W.J. White have three clearly defined brands: Congress - a range of exceptional wood-

veneer furniture, Crome - developed to manage all power and data requirements, and 

Custom Build - bespoke designs to meet specific requirements in both design and function. 

These three ranges utilise only the finest veneers and finishes and enable us to meet, and 

in many cases far exceed,  your expectations of business furniture. Be it meeting room, 

conference or boardroom, open-plan workspace or cellular office, W.J. White are your office 

furniture specialist.
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The perfect choice for 
flexibility in the boardroom

Wills Watson+Associates, with a strong track record in designing furniture 

and products for the workplace, provided strategic guidance and oversaw 

the design from concept to production and launch.

The ingenious gullwing table ensures that simplicity and elegance hide the 

many hours of design work and prototyping that went into finely tuning 

this unique mechanism and design.
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Furniture that is the perfect 
blend of modern design and 
timeless elegance

A well designed piece of furniture should make a statement. It should remain as modern 

and as contemporary as the day it was delivered. corsair combines integral elegance with 

precision engineering, making sure each table is both durable and practical. 

The award winning corsair range – furniture that stands the test of time.
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A circular table provides the right 
balance of formality and practicality 
to bring people together

With the constant demand for large circular tables corsair can offer up to 3000mm 

in diameter as standard (to seat 12-14). Flaps, power and data blocks, and cable 

management can be easily incorporated.  
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Crome style Junior Flip tables in Slip Matched 
Quarter Cut European Oak, with veneered 
over square edge detail.



For sheer functional simplicity, a rectangular 
table can serve as well for training 
presentations as for board meetings

The beauty of Flip tables is that they can be arranged to fit any size and shape of meeting 

room. When the meeting is over, simply flipped on its side and stacked neatly away. Such a 

space saving storage solution then allows the room to become a flexible space – laid out to 

suit each meeting or presentation, easily accommodating small and large groups. The tables can 

be tailored to suit your requirements. If you like to wow your clients with high-tech multimedia 

presentations, the tables can incorporate cable troughs and power sockets, enabling safe and 

discreet connection. The Flip table – Functional, Beautiful, Clever.
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Elliptical table with undercut edge detail, in 
Quarter Cut European Oak. Our wide range 
of fixed Crome bases give an elegant solution 
to the design of the table.



Put simply: the table should fit the room, 
blend into its workspace, and underline 
its user’s corporate image

The Crome Range of furniture from W.J. White is a seamless blend of tradition and 

technology, from carefully selected veneers to laser-engineered table bases. Our products 

are sound in construction, adaptable in use, and stunning in the quality of finish and striking 

design. We understand the importance of IT in modern business and the need to integrate 

it in the work area for a functional solution without compromising the aesthetic quality of 

the design. We pride ourselves on producing furniture for the workplace that is a pleasure to 

experience, visually and practically.  
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Meeting table from our Crome 
Range in American Cherry.



Hand selected veneers, laser engineered 
chrome bases, a beautiful blend of materials

With over 75 years of experience, W.J. White understand that the materials we use are a 

critical part of the process of producing high quality office furniture. Timber is still the most 

natural material for practical workplace applications, its texture, warmth and colour lends itself 

to integration in a working environment.  With a wealth of different coloured and patterned 

veneers available, selection and application requires a practised eye. Our laser engineered chrome 

bases perfectly complement the wood, enviably stylish yet durable and practical.  Wherever the 

workplace demands 21st century style and practicality,  W.J. White has the perfect solution.
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Junior Flip tables from our Crome Range forming 
a large meeting table. The metal edge detail, 
contrasting with the dark veneer, offers protection 
to the tables when moving and reassembling.



It is important to listen to the client’s 
requirements, and to deliver premium 
quality furniture on time

It takes time to build high quality furniture, to listen to what the client wants, to design 

and then to manufacture to exacting standards, for both construction and finish. We 

understand deadlines, we follow the programme set down by our clients and deliver 

premium quality furniture on time and within budget. We want our customers to be 

proud of the tables we produce for them, and for them to feel comfortable every time 

they sit down at that table with their customers.
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Senior Flip style table with 
solid softform edge detail.



The modern office demands durable 
furniture, tables that will stand the test 
of time and still remain contemporary

A well designed piece of furniture should make a statement. It should look as modern 

and as contemporary as the day it was delivered. Our Crome Range of tables 

combine elegance with precision engineering, making sure each table is both durable 

and practical. Whether you are moving a table within your office, or relocating it to 

another premises, be safe in the knowledge that our furniture is made to last.
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Elegance plays a key part in 
how a piece of furniture fits 
into its environment

The Congress Range of furniture from W.J. White is timeless in design. The hand 

selected veneers and choice of edge details create stylish, highly functional, high quality 

furniture for use across all executive and director level functions, as well as boardroom 

and meeting room environments. Complete with a range of matching accessories we 

can create a visual impact throughout the workplace. 

W.J. White - the very nature of high quality office furniture.
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Meeting table with elliptical 
edge detail on arrowhead base, 
in American Black Walnut.



Design goes far beyond simply the 
look of the furniture, it must reflect 
practical application

We understand that you want to be surrounded by beautiful, stylish furniture, crafted using 

the highest quality materials and finishes. We also understand that in the modern workplace, a 

table needs to integrate data and cable management solutions for IT applications.  Inset panels 

provide power and data sockets. Cables can be neatly and discreetly hidden from view.  Tables 

that do what you want, when you want.

The Congress Range – more than meets the eye.
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Barrel shaped table in American 
Black Walnut on elliptical bases, 
with wedge edge detail.



Whether a table is for a large 
boardroom or small meeting area, the 
detail and finish are just as important

We can make tables that seat up to 18 people, ideal for a large boardroom, or we can make 

tables that seat just 3 people. Whatever size tables you require, they will all be made using the 

same high quality timber and veneer, and for continuity you can choose the same style base for 

all of them too.  The result is a family of furniture for use across every area of your workplace. 

These tables are supplied in a wide range of sizes with a variety of base options.
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Circular table in American Cherry, with a 
cruciform base and square edge top detail. 
Inset: with drum base
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Boardroom table in Crown Cut European 
Oak with American Black Walnut centre 
panel, on slim box bases.



A custom built table will be the 
centrepiece, and at its best, will reflect a 
company’s personality 

The W.J. White Custom Build Range of tables is a seamless blend of tradition and 

technology, from the carefully hand selected veneers to the engineered bases.  A client driven 

design can still deliver practical and workable, yet stylish qualities - an integrated platform for 

the workplace that is simply a pleasure to experience.  A product that is sound in construction, 

adaptable in use, yet striking in design.
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Meeting table in Crown Cut European Oak with 
American Walnut centre panel, on slim box base.



Custom design is translating the client’s concept 
into practical, personalised furniture.

Design goes far beyond simply the look of the furniture, it must reflect practical application. It is 

about understanding what the client wants from the product. How IT must be streamed to the 

work area for a functional solution without compromising the design dynamic of the furniture. 

Each piece of custom built furniture is part of the fabric of the workspace, designed to blend 

with a building’s environment.
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Table and credenza in Black Ash with 
back painted mirror panel inset.



Our furniture will leave a lasting 
impression, not only through 
functionality but also quality and style.



Showroom and Sales Office
121-131 Rosebery Avenue
London EC1R 4RF
T 020 7833 8822
F 020 7833 3366

E showroom@wjwhite.co.uk
W www.wjwhite.co.uk

Factory and Head Office
Radway Road
Britannia Trade Park
Stratton St Margaret
Swindon, Wiltshire SN3 4FH
T 01793 837599
F 01793 837570

E info@wjwhite.co.uk
W www.wjwhite.co.uk




